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ABSTRACT

Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies are new technologies with new complicated features emerging quickly. Technology adoption has been beneficial for many general models. The models help in train the voice user-interface assistance (Alexa, Cortona, Siri). Voice assistants are easy to use, and thus millions of devices incorporate them in households nowadays. The primary purpose of the sign language translator prototype is to reduce interaction barriers between deaf and mute. To overcome this problem, we have proposed a prototype. It is named sign language translator with Sign Recognition Intelligence which takes the user input in sign language and processes it, and returns the output in voice out load to the end-user.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The system aims to get the deaf and dumb people more involved in communicating. The camera or webcam would be helpful in terms of conversation with a dumb person and capturing the signs. Also, they could use it to recognize and convert sign language gestures into plain
Association of the Deaf has reported “hearing impairment.” However, India’s National Institute of Ear and Allied Diseases has estimated that approximately 18 million people, i.e. 1 per cent of the population [4,5].

2. RAPID GROWTH RATE

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has shown significant progress in recent years, and its potential is growing. AI technologies are one of the new technologies with new complicated features emerging at a fast pace. An application area of AI is Natural Language Processing (NLP). Voice-activated personal assistants (VAPAs)—like Amazon Echo or Apple Siri—offer considerable promise to individuals who are blind due to the widespread adoption of these non-visual interaction platforms. Technology adoption has been a part of the study for many years, and there are many general models in the literature describing it. Nowadays, search engines are processing Open Data to know what kind of data there is to get there would be of help. This paper presents a voice assistant which uses Open Data as its knowledge source [6,7].

2.1 Impact on Society

Voice user interface (VUI) has been very complicated in terms of implementation for developers and consumers. Consumers feel high pressure before interacting or performing any critical task (payments and reviews). However, few tech giants like Amazon, Microsoft and...
Apple, have made it easy to understand and configure. Nevertheless, voice technology benefits those with disabilities such as visual and hearing impairment [8]. Because the devices with the ability to interact with the user's voice can be connected to other utilities over a similar network, access can be given to people who may not operate a remote control, a light switch, or see the TV listings on the screen [9-16].

3. METHODOLOGY

The main objective is to read and understand the captured images from the webcam and camera and extract the right meaning. The prototype requires an established local network system. The runtime environment for the prototype requires Node.js, a JavaScript runtime built on Google Chrome’s V8 JavaScript engine, installed on a local machine. It uses several web APIs (Application programming interface) available on the web browser or user agent, which has exposed the robust environment to achieve the proper functionality for converting Text to Speech or vice versa [17].

The other objective of this prototype is to create a machine that can be teachable without many complexities. The prototype practices a kNN (k-Nearest-Neighbours) approach which is easily understandable that it technically does not perform any "learning" at all. Despite, it takes an input image (from the webcam or external camera) and classifies it by finding the label of coaching examples closest to the present input image employing a similarity function or distance metric [18]. However, before feeding the captured image data set to kNN, the image is first passed through a deep neural network called Squeeze Net. Squeeze Net is a convolutional neural network with 18 layers and applies design strategies to reduce the number of parameters, notably with fire modules that "squeeze" parameters using 1x1 convolutions [19]. A Fire module comprises a squeeze convolution layer (which has only 1x1 filters), feeding into an expand layer with a mix of 1x1 and 3x3 convolution filters. The output from the penultimate layer of this network is then fed into the kNN, which allows you to coach your classes. The advantage of doing it in this manner, rather than directly feeding raw pixel values from the webcam into the kNN, is that we will use the high-level abstractions that Squeeze Net has already learned, thus training a better classifier [20-23].
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**Fig. 2. Flow chart of image processing**
A highly immerse computer-primarily based approach for performing a command via a voice consumer interface on a subset of objects (in this case, image data sets). The subset is selected from fixed items, each having an object type. At least one taggable field (key) is associated with the object type and has a corresponding value—the set of objects stored in the system's memory. An utterance is acquired from the person and consists of a command, an object type choice, a taggable field selection, and a price for the taggable discipline [24].

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The methodology used uses the k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm to identify the sign language taken from the user. The captured raw pixels from the webcam go through a deep neural network (Squeeze Net) scan or assume it as a filter, which ultimately returns selective or matched data of raw pixels, then it is passed into the KNN Classifier.

Training a classifier was one of the crucial steps since everything is running at the program's runtime.

The application had successfully identified the captured images from the webcam with their respective semiotic meaningful texts.

There could be several other ways to approach this problem, which may serve as beneficial starting points.

Google's Tensorflow.js has released a PoseNet can be used to estimate either a single pose or multiple poses and using this could be an exciting approach. From the machine's standpoint, tracking the wrist, elbow, and shoulder position should be competent to predict most words. Finger positions tend to matter most when spelling something out [25,26].

Using the CNN-based approach could improve the detection time and help make the model more resistant to translational invariances, which could occur from different users of different signs style. This approach would also include saving a model or load a pre-trained Keras model, well documented. Using this approach would remove the need for training the system every time the user restarts the browser [27-31].

5. RELATED WORK

Creating successful sign language processing machines needs an understanding of Deaf culture to create systems that align with user needs and desires, and of sign languages to build systems that account for their complex linguistic aspects [32-34]. Here, we summarize this background, and we also discuss existing reviews of sign language processing, which do not take a comprehensive view of the problem.

5.1 Deaf Culture and ASL

Most sign language users are a cultural minority with no common language or practice. Many people read deafness is not disabled as cultural identity with many benefits [35,36].

Sign language is completely in their hands, the movement of the eyebrows, mouth, head, shoulders, and eyes. For example, ASL upper brows are most likely an open question, while frowned brows indicate a yes/no question. Signs can also be entered by placing actions in the mouth, for example, chief executive characters, CUPS different mouth positions can be set using the cup size. Sign language recognition software must be carefully not found by hand components [17,37].

There is a wide variation in sign language performance based on ethnic, racial, geographical region age, gender, educational level, language, knowledge, hearing status, etc., in spoken language in different social and geographical groups and the use of different kinds of people (for example, Black ASL differs from a sign language dialect). Unlike spoken language, sign language makes use of different topics [38-43]. Most deaf children are born from hearing parents who may not know non-sign language when the child was born [44]. Thus, in the deafest sign language users, learning foreign languages followed from childhood or into adulthood tends to cause a decrease in flow. Sign language processing software there are accurate models and identifying richness requires increasing the volume and diversity and training of information. It is difficult to determine whether it is a sign of the volume of vocabulary. Available ASL-to-English dictionary contains 5-10 thousand characters. But they are representative of the real world: no classifiers, images, or other means, a feature of the signal input to add an adjective, adverb, and nuanced meaning to the word [36,45].

6. CONCLUSION

Various methods could have solved the problem statement. The methodology used was relatively
straightforward since the focus of this prototype is addressing the problem of people with disabilities and help them efficiently and effectively. Any of the world's most prominent technology groups could have developed this feature. Even Amazon has also developed a way to communicate with Echo devices by pressing buttons on them.

On the Amazon website, we can read that "With natural language understanding (NLU), computers can deduce and extract meaning what a speaker means, and not just the words they say. It facilitates voice technology like Alexa to indicate that the user would probably ask for a local weather forecast when the user asks, "Alexa, what is it like outside."

The aim of building this prototype was not to solve the entire sign language to text problem. Instead, it was to initiate a conversation around inclusive design, present machine learning in an approachable light, and inspire people to explore this problem space — something I hope this project achieved.
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